Of flux and flooding: the advantages and problems of different isotopic methods for quantifying protein turnover in vivo : II. Methods based on the incorporation of a tracer.
The most common methods for measuring the incorporation of tracer amino acids into tissue protein are the constant tracer infusion and the flooding dose. The flooding dose is an attractive method for measuring tissue protein synthesis because of its convenience and precision. A primary assumption of the method, that the free amino acid precursor pools are equilibrated with the true precursor pool, aminoacyl-transfer RNA, has recently been validated. When short labelling periods are involved, the large dose of amino acid does not appear to alter protein synthesis. The constant tracer infusion is a satisfactory method from a theoretical point of view, but its use requires the measurement of the protein synthetic precursor pool. The best estimate of the aminoacyl-tRNA precursor pool for the constant infusion method appears to be the acid-soluble tissue pool in muscle and VLDL apolipoprotein B-100 in the liver. The experimental approach chosen for measuring tissue protein synthesis should be dictated by the question being addressed.